
BI & Data Analytics Functional & Service Definitions 
 

Reporting Type Description 

BI Service Business Intelligence is geared towards the evaluation of business driven 
metrics (OLA, SLA, UC, KPI). Business Intelligence does not turn a wheel, it 
measures how well the wheel is being turned. 
 

Operational Reporting Operational reporting is reporting about operational details that reflects 
current activity. Operational reporting is intended to support the day-to-day 
activities of the organisation. "Examples of operational reporting include 
student attendance for a course, daily account audits and adjustments, daily 
website traffic and transaction logs.” 

 

Data Analytics / Statistical 
Analysis 

Statistics is a branch of mathematics dealing with the collection, analysis, 
interpretation, presentation, and organisation of data. 
 
In applying statistics to, for example, a scientific, industrial, or social problem, 
it is conventional to begin with a statistical population or a statistical model 
process to be studied. Populations can be diverse topics such as "all people 
living in a country" or "every atom composing a crystal". Statistics deals with 
all aspects of data including the planning of data collection in terms of the 
design of surveys and experiments. 
 

 
Identifying the current reporting software for the job at hand can prove challenging as most solutions can be 
realised by most reporting software. 
 
A key consideration for which tool is correct for the job should be the licencing options available. 
Statistical Analytic software assumes a small audience and this is reflected in the licensing models.  It is not 
uncommon for a piece of statistical modelling to have an audience of one (decision maker). 
 
A good indicator as to whether a particular product is intended for BI reporting is whether or not it supports 
Gauges.  Gauges are included in the charting options.  This may sound a trivial distinction, but Gauges are used 
primarily for RAG status reporting that goes hand in hand with KPI reporting on dashboards. 
 
Business Intelligence centric reporting may be missing some of the more specific statistical tools (R handling, in 
memory data processing) and again, licensing options and attributes are different and tend to accommodate 
wider distribution. 
 

Current Reporting Tools 
 
BI Suite (the Business Objects (BO) collection of products) is the existing BI solution. 
Provisioning ad hoc data through BO can be time consuming, especially with an evolved (opposed to planned) 
design. 
 
Qlikview can link to numerous data sources at once and carry out ETL processing in memory, making it ideal 
for devolved reporting that cannot wait to be provisioned through Business Objects. 
As a Statistical Analytics tool, Qlikview licensing is not intended for wide report distribution. 
 
Power BI has been adopted as a means to distribute information beyond the Qlikview licence constraints and 
is as capable for BI reporting as Qlikview on a functional level. BI Suit data source connections are not available 
to Power BI. 


